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INTRODUCTION 
 
Almost every day media informs us about financial scandals or crimes 
committed by large corporations, banks, investors, and individuals. There 
are many ways to move money out of companies. Some activities have 
amateurish character and are easily identifiable, however, in many cases we 
face with operations performed by criminal networks consisting of skilled 
fraud professionals. 
 
Taking into consideration the fact that during the last year several new 
financial crimes has come to light, as well as the fact that currently we know 
more about the financial crime scandals that have occurred in recent years, 
this report is presented. Its purpose is simple: to present readers with a 
compilation of chosen examples of financial scandals that took part in 
Poland, Baltic states, and CIS countries, which were investigated by the 
governmental authorities in 2020 and were most often reported by media. 
Please note that some of them were considered as a criminal activity by 
official bodies, but some of them are currently being investigated. 
 
Another report’s aim is to raise the awareness of financial crime, which is a 
significantly increasing type of a criminal activity all around the world. 
According to Forbes, the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Centre received 
almost as many fraud reports by the end of May 2020 as it had in all of 2019. 
This is a pure sign that financial criminals are doing well, and all the 
measures taken in order to prevent them from criminal activity were 
insufficient.  
 
All photos provided in the report which are used as background screens are 
thanks to Creative Commons. The list of authors is provided at the end of 
the report.  
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Financial Crimes in Poland 
 

In Poland in 2020 we faced with many examples of financial activities 
finished with embezzlement of investor’s money. Having learned from this 
experience, we know that even the most promising business ventures, as 
well as those that seem to be the safest, need to be thoroughly checked. 
However, besides financial pyramids, also several fraud allegations against 
bank located in Poland occurred in media. Some of them were investigating 
by international investigations and were mendioned by the U.S. Fincen. 
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The cartel, bitcoins, and a small bank in Skierniewice  
 
Between 2018 and 2019, Polish prosecutors and the police along with the 
participation of US services secured around 306 million EUR belonging to 
drug cartels. All the cartel’s money was deposited in a small branch of one 
of the cooperative Polish banks in Poland, Skierniewice. Two cartel 
companies have their deposit accounts registered there. These entities, of 
course, did not conduct any economic activity and they have been created 
solely to make their bank accounts available for international criminal 
financial operations. 
 
The investigation continued after drug trafficking funds were secured. In 
November 2020, at the airport in Amsterdam, an Israeli citizen Shalom Lior 
A. was detained due to the European Arrest Warrant issued for him for 
“legalizing” the aforementioned amount of money from cocaine trafficking. 
The arrested person was the head of the gang operating in Poland, and 
according to the prosecutor, along with him, four other individuals were 
involved in criminal operations, including Ivan Manuel ML, arrested in 
October 2019, in whose name were registered companies holding accounts 
in a bank in Skierniewice and taking part in money laundering. 
 
The interesting thing is that one of the accounts from the Bank in 
Skierniewice was also used by Bitfinex, which is one of the largest 
cryptocurrency exchanges that has been already punished by regulators in 
the United States and cut off by American banks. Presumably, the cartel’s 
money was transferred through the Bitfinex cryptocurrency exchange. 

 

  

https://lodz.tvp.pl/45018893/prokuratura-zajela-w-skierniewickim-banku-fortune-karteli-narkotykowych-z-kolumbii
https://coingeek.com/bitfinex-conducting-fraud-poland-thinks/
https://www.rmf24.pl/fakty/polska/news-wyprali-w-polsce-olbrzymie-pieniadze-szef-grupy-zatrzymany-w,nId,4865039
https://www.rmf24.pl/fakty/polska/news-wyprali-w-polsce-olbrzymie-pieniadze-szef-grupy-zatrzymany-w,nId,4865039
https://wiadomosci.wp.pl/narkotykowy-boss-juz-w-warszawie-pral-brudne-pieniadze-kolumbijskich-karteli-6438854256461953a
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/bitcoin-bitfinex-gielda-kryptowalut,220,0,2391516.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitfinex
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ING Bank involved in money-laundering scheme 
 
The scandal broke in September 2020 and was the result of a global 
investigation leaded by the International Consortium of Investigative 
Journalists, BuzzFeed, as well as around 110 journalists from 88 countries. 
According to the investigation reports, ING’s Polish subsidiary, ING Bank 
Śląski, for the last 10 years allegedly helped to carry out billion-dollar 
transactions for entities involved in one of the largest money-laundering 
networks ever exposed, so called Moscow-network. 
 
This money laundering scheme was related with Ukrainian and Russian 
oligarchs, including people from the Kremlin’s inner circle. They used two 
Dutch companies, Tristane Capital and Schildershoven Finance, and its 
accounts at ING Bank Śląski in order to transfer hundreds of millions of 
dollars to companies in Cyprus and other tax havens. Thereafter, the 
money was used to support, among others, corruption and criminal 
activities, as well as was sent to other western companies in order to move 
money out of Ukraine and Russia. 
 
During the investigation based on the leaks from the US Treasury's fraud 
investigation department, FinCen, it was established that several high 
ranked Kremlin officials were involved in this operation, including Igor 
Putin, the cousin of the Russian president, as well as Boris Rotenberg, who 
is an oligarch sanctioned by the US and a close friend with President Putin. 
Also, Internal report from FinCEN shows that at least some of the money 
laundered went to criminal organizations. About 10 billion dollars have been 
diverted in the entire scandal which took part.  
  

https://nos.nl/artikel/2349317-fincen-wat-weten-we-van-de-lekken-over-witwassen-via-banken.html
https://nos.nl/artikel/2349317-fincen-wat-weten-we-van-de-lekken-over-witwassen-via-banken.html
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jasonleopold/fincen-files-financial-scandal-criminal-networks
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/afera-oligarchow-miliony-dolarow-wypranych-w-polskim-banku-6556324324006400a.html
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/afera-oligarchow-miliony-dolarow-wypranych-w-polskim-banku-6556324324006400a.html
https://www.platform-investico.nl/artikel/ing-bank-worked-for-russian-money-laundering-network/
https://www.pb.pl/wschodnia-pralnia-w-banku-1002911
https://wyborcza.pl/7,173236,26334241,the-fincen-files-or-how-eastern-european-dirty-money-was-laundered.html
https://www.money.pl/gielda/afera-oligarchow-odbija-sie-na-akcjach-bankow-traci-tez-ing-bank-slaski-6556388752702048a.html
https://www.money.pl/gielda/afera-oligarchow-odbija-sie-na-akcjach-bankow-traci-tez-ing-bank-slaski-6556388752702048a.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Romanovich_Rotenberg
https://www.brusselstimes.com/news-contents/economic/132423/ing-belgium-implicated-in-suspect-financial-transactions-leaked-files-reveal/
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Metropolitan Investments and the financial pyramid 
 
Metropolitan Investments S.A. was a company established in 2016 in 
Warsaw. In 2016-19, this company sold shares in other entities and offered 
real estate investments in the form of bonds. The company’s services were 
presented to the potential investors who were attracted by, as assured, not 
risky investments generating easy money.  
 
The company had its own sales network and its points of sale were located 
in attractive locations which generated an impression of being prestigious 
and professional. The first warnings about the operations of Metropolitan 
Investments appeared in 2018 - the company had over PLN 30 million in 
liabilities at that time. Despite this, the number of investors increased. Some 
of them have poured their life savings into promising investment projects, 
among others, retirement houses in Florida.  
 
Suddenly it has been revealed that a significant portion of the funds raised 
from the investors was not invested in the said projects, as it was indicated 
in the agreements, but was transferred to the accounts of companies 
personally related Metropolitan Investors owners. At the end of 2019, the 
company started to become insolvent to investors. 
 
In July 2020, the company's CEOs, Łukasz W. and Robert J., were accused 
of organizing a financial pyramid, the activities of which contributed to 
embezzlement for over PLN 250 million. Almost 1500 people were cheated. 
The company's bosses declared their innocence and assured the media that 
“when they will be released from custody, clients will be able to get their 
money back”. The Central Anticorruption Bureau entered the company’s 
offices to get more evidence on criminal activities performed in the 
company. The investigation is still ongoing. There are also some  
  

https://biznes.newseria.pl/komunikaty/metropolitan-investment,b1084271740
https://biznes.newseria.pl/komunikaty/metropolitan-investment,b1084271740
http://prestiztrojmiasto.pl/kronika-prestizowa/69/huczne-otwarcie-metropolitan-investment
https://www.propertynews.pl/inwestycje/metropolitan-investment-czeka-na-inwestora-kapitalowego,78008.html
https://wyborcza.biz/biznes/1,100969,24296651,metropolitan-investment-rozpocznie-wiosna-pierwszy-projekt-w.html
https://businessinsider.com.pl/wiadomosci/cba-w-metropolitan-investment-podejrzewa-piramide-finansowa/z9csbzw
https://www.trojmiasto.pl/wiadomosci/Klienci-Metropolitan-Investment-stacili-250-mln-zl-n146969.html
https://www.pb.pl/metropolitan-investment-to-stajnia-augiasza-1103789
https://www.pb.pl/oswiadczenie-tworcow-metropolitan-investment-999888
https://www.pb.pl/oswiadczenie-tworcow-metropolitan-investment-999888
https://www.bankier.pl/wiadomosc/Agenci-CBA-weszli-do-Metropolitan-Investment-7927062.html
https://www.bankier.pl/wiadomosc/Agenci-CBA-weszli-do-Metropolitan-Investment-7927062.html
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Financial Crimes in the Baltic States 
 

During the last year the Baltic banks have suffered consequences of 
extraordinary huge money-laundering which occurred in prior years. 
Criminal networks of fraud professional have left their marks on several 
financial scandals involving the largest banks operating in the Baltic region, 
such us SEB, ABLV, Swedbank, as well as notable businessman. 
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ABLV Bank affair 

 
ABLV Bank was established in 1993 in Riga and after few years of activity 
become one of the largest private banks in the Baltic States. Therefore, 
information from the beginning of 2018 about money laundering activities 
was shocking for public opinion, because the bank allegedly participated in 
many money laundering schemes which helped finance the North Korean 
ballistic missile program, as well as other illegal activities in CIS countries, 
including Azerbaijan, Ukraine, and Russia, according to the Financial 
Crimes Authority of the US Treasury Department. Due to the investigation 
the bank started to be self-liquidated. 
  
Due to the aforementioned crime activities, on January 28, 2020, special 
units of the Latvian Corruption Prevention and Combating Bureau (KNAB) 
performed searching in the bank’s offices. Details about what specific 
documents were sought were not disclosed, but it is significant that in the 
next two days two Latvian citizens, Andris Putnins, a legal advisor, as well 
as Andris Ovsjannikovs, a former bank’s employee, were arrested for being 
involved in laundering € 50 million in connection with ABLV Bank 
operations.  
  
The next step of the investigation led Latvian law enforcement officers to 
further seizures. According to Latvian media, on June 19, 2020, a total of 
374,882,245 EUR, including cash, financial instruments, and real estate have 
been arrested in the criminal procedures into ABLV Bank. As of June 2020, 
8 additional bank employees allegedly participating in money laundering 
were detained. Latvian Economic Crime Control Department has launched 
more than 50 criminal procedures on possible money laundering regarding 
ABLV Bank activities. The investigation is still ongoing. 
 

  

https://lv.wikipedia.org/wiki/ABLV_Bank
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-19/why-alleged-north-korean-links-froze-a-baltic-bank-quicktake
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-19/why-alleged-north-korean-links-froze-a-baltic-bank-quicktake
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-names-ablv-bank-latvia-institution-primary-money-laundering-concern-and
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-names-ablv-bank-latvia-institution-primary-money-laundering-concern-and
https://web.archive.org/web/20180322015217/https:/www.ablv.com/en/legal-latest-news/voluntary-liquidation-of-ablv-bank-as-to-protect-the-interests-of-clients-and-creditors
https://www.riskscreen.com/kyc360/news/ablv-bank-raided-as-part-of-50-million-euro-money-laundering-investigation/
https://eng.lsm.lv/article/economy/banks/former-private-banker-detained-in-ablv-case.a346656/
https://www.leta.lv/eng/home/important/602364E0-B682-439B-8833-3E1B7E1E74E6/
https://www.baltictimes.com/almost_eur_375_million_arrested_in_criminal_procedures_involving_ablv_bank/
https://eng.lsm.lv/article/economy/banks/latest-ablv-investigation-involves-nearly-400000-euros.a364706/
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€ 386 million fine for Swedbank 
 
On March 19, 2020, Swedbank AB received a record fine of 4 billion SEK (386 
million EUR)  from the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority for money-
laundering breaches, serious deficiencies in its anti-money-laundering 
work, as well as due to withholding documents and information during the 
investigation. It was mainly related with activities of Swedbank’s subsidiary 
in Baltic States, mainly in Estonia. 
 
Estonian Swedbank allegedly accepted as clients numerous entities and 
individuals without any proper identification on who they really are and who 
are the real owners. The parent company has been aware on the problems 
with anti-money-laundering regulations at the Estonian subsidiary, and 
even received several warnings from Swedish authorities, however, still tried 
to hide the real scale of problem and has not responded sufficiently to 
reduce anti-money-laundering breaches.  
 
In addition to the investigation carried out by the Swedish authorities, also 
Estonians found their hits in the investigation. One of the well-known 
Vladimir Putin’s spin doctors, Dmitry Kiselyov, who ran the news agency 
Russia Today, made several transactions with Swedbank despite the fact 
that he was sanctioned by the European Union due to his appreciation and 
propaganda supporting the military conflict between Russia and Ukraine.  
 
Additionally, investigation led authorities to the fact that also several 
employees from the Latvian branch allowed customers to exchange money 
without recording information about their names and the origin of the 
funds. 
 
  

https://www.fi.se/en/published/press-releases/2020/swedbank-fined-for-serious-deficiencies-in-its-measures-to-combat-money-laundering/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-moneylaundering-swedbank/swedbank-hit-with-record-386-million-fine-over-baltic-money-laundering-breaches-idUSKBN2163LU
https://vn.sputniknews.com/world/201912308440899-swedbank-dong-tai-khoan-cua-cac-nhan-vien-sputnik-estonia/
https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/12362-latvia-charges-ex-swedbank-employees-with-money-laundering
https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/12362-latvia-charges-ex-swedbank-employees-with-money-laundering
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Fines for SEB Bank 
 
Another fines for anti-money-laundering failures in the Baltics were related 
with the Scandinavian bank SEB on June 25, 2020. According to media, the 
fine of 1 billion SEK (99 million EUR) was imposed on the bank due to 
deficiencies in anti-money-laundering policy, as  well as were related with 
insufficient measures against the terrorist financing in SEB’s subsidiaries in 
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. 
 
The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority stated that the reason of 
such fine was not sufficiently identified the risk of money laundering in 
Baltic operations of SEB Bank. Especially it was associated with some of 
Baltic states non-resident customers and beneficial owners who were not 
identified well between 2015-2019 and presumably took part in money-
laundering or terrorist financing activities.  
 
Additional inspection conducted by the Bank of Lithuania in January-
March 2020 revealed that AB SEB, which is a Lithuanian subsidiary of the 
group, has several deficiencies regarding anti-money-laundering and 
counter terrorist financing regulations. The bank was obligated to eliminate 
all the shortcomings which were established by October 31, 2020. 
 
 
CIS countries have always been on the top of corruption and in 2020 this has 
not changed. Also, according to several interesting investigations, oligarch 
elites of post-soviet countries were involved in large-scale money 
laundering, using hundreds of offshore companies and friendly banks. The 
amount of the money laundered is frightening and raises questions about 
effective AML policies and regulations developed to identify suspicious 
transactions and recipients better in advance. 
 
 

  

https://www.reuters.com/article/europe-moneylaundering-seb-idINS3N29P02L
https://www.fi.se/en/published/sanctions/financial-firms/2020/seb-receives-remark-and-administrative-fine-of-sek-1-billion/
https://www.lb.lt/en/news/resolutions-of-the-board-of-the-bank-of-lithuania-50
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Danske Bank and fraud repercussions in 2020 
 
Danske Bank money laundering scandal was called by several media as one 
of the largest laundering scandal of all time in Europe, and may be even 
the largest in the history. It has its roots in laundering operations that took 
place in 2007-2015 in the Estonian branch of the bank which helped 
financial criminals to launder around EUR 200 billion. These clients were 
mainly highly lucrative clientele largely from Russia and other post-soviet 
countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia  
 
During the investigation, which started in 2014, after receiving information 
from a whistleblower, it has been identified that thousands of shell 
companies with no provided real ownership information had their accounts 
at Danske Bank in Estonia. The scandal emerged in 2018, and soon several 
employees of the bank were arrested. On September 25, 2019, the former 
chairman of the bank, Aivar Rehe, presumably committed suicide. Due to 
the scandal, the Estonian branch was liquidated and the bank withdrew its 
activities from the Baltic States and Russia. 
 
The year 2020 was not the end of problems for the bank, as several plaintiffs 
started to seek over 1 billion dollars in an international lawsuit against a 
Danish bank due to its activities in money laundering. Additionally the bank 
was suited by the Norway’s Kommunal landspensjonskasse which had € 
75 billion pensions fund located in the bank, however, due to the scandal 
and revaluation of the shares the worth of pension funds significantly 
decreased. 
  

https://www.occrp.org/en/poy/2018/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danske_Bank_money_laundering_scandal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Wilkinson_(whistleblower)
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/aivar-rehe-death-age-cause-danske-bank-estonia-executive-dead-suicide-money-laundering-a9119746.html
https://danskebank.com/news-and-insights/news-archive/company-announcements/2019/ca19022019
https://isafmanagement.com/danske-bank-case/danske-bank-international-litigation/
https://www.ipe.com/news/klp-sues-danske-bank-after-scandal-deals-12m-blow-to-shareholding/10043369.article
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Financial Crimes in CIS Countries 
 

CIS countries have always been on the top of corruption and in 2020 this has 
not changed. Additionally several interesting international investigations 
provided new input on how oligarch elites of post-soviet countries were 
involved in large-scale money laundering, using hundreds of offshore 
companies and friendly banks. The amount of the money laundered is 
frightening and raises questions about effective policies and regulations 
developed to identify suspicious transactions and recipients better in 
advance. 
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Raimbek Matraimov and money laundering 
  
The whole affair started to be investigated in 2019 by several independent 
journalists from OCCRP, KLOOP, Radio Azattyk, Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty, who joined together to reveal facts about one of the biggest 
financial crimes ever exposed in Kyrgyzstan. According to the articles 
regarding this investigation, Raimbek Matraimov who headed the State 
Customs Service of Kyrgyzstan in 2015-2017, and who was considered as one 
of the wealthiest political in Kyrgyzstan, was involved in serious bribery and 
corruption activities, as well as he was the central figure of laundering case. 

In May 2019, Radio Azattyk has started publishing series of articles about 
financial crimes of Raimbek Matraimov. This investigation was sourced by a 
statement of a confessed money launderer, Aierken Saimaiti, who indicated 
that he was involved in fraudulent activities and helped Matraimov to let a 
group of Chinese companies led by the Abdukadyr family avoid paying 
customs for bringing goods into Kyrgyzstan. The source of this information, 
Aierken Saimati, shortly after the disclosure was shot dead in Instanbul in 
November 2019.  

However, the investigation was carried out. It has been revealed that 
Raimbek Matraimov was involved in a criminal scheme in which around of 
700 million dollars were laundered and move out from the Kyrgyz Republic. 
2020 was a bad year for Matraimov, as he was sanctioned by the U.S. 
Department of Treasury in December 2020. Before, he was home-arrested 
due to the criminal investigation of the Kyrgyz prosecutor. According to the 
State Committee for National Security, Matraimov was able to compensate 
the damages for 24.6 million dollars. 

In 2021 the case will certainly not be over. In February 2021, Raimbek 
Matraimov admitted himself guilty and testified against other customs 
officials. He was fined the amount of around 3000 dollars. The result of the 
trial was the reason for the protests that caused Matraimov rearresting. 
Also, what is interesting, Raimbek Matraimov has changed his last name to 
Ismailov to avoid US sanctions imposed on him.  

https://www.occrp.org/en/the-matraimov-kingdom/
https://kloop.kg/blog/2020/12/11/suprugu-matraimova-uulkan-turgunovu-tozhe-vklyuchili-v-spisok-magnitskogo/
https://rus.azattyk.org/a/30995076.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/bishkek-court-opens-hearing-into-libel-lawsuit-against-rfe-rl-other-media/30387528.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/bishkek-court-opens-hearing-into-libel-lawsuit-against-rfe-rl-other-media/30387528.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raimbek_Matraimov
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/rest-of-world/2019/11/17/assassination-of-aierken-saimaiti-in-istanbul-raises-new-questions/
https://today.kg/news/387988/
https://today.kg/news/387988/
https://thediplomat.com/2021/02/in-kyrgyzstan-controversial-former-customs-official-matraimov-rearrested/
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Turkmenistan’s ministry and its cash flows  
  
Turkmenistan in 2020 was classified as the most corrupt post-Soviet state, 
according to the Corruption Perception Index. Indeed, President 
Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov who authoritatively the country since 2006 
has a state’s economy in his hands. Therefore, it should be not surprising 
that an official country’s ministry is directly involved in money laundering in 
this country. 

According to the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, 
Turkmenistan’s Trade Ministry sent a 1.6 million dollar payment to a 
company called Intergold LP registered in Scotland. No owners and 
shareholders of this entity are known. All the payments were named 
“confectioneries” and came from the ministry’s bank account. The strange 
fact was also that Intergold LP company was established 10 months before 
the payments were realized. The address of the company seemed to be a 
virtual address with the possibility to registered there any entity. 

To the Intergold LP account registered in Latvian bank, the money from the 
ministry was sent through Deutsche Bank in New York. According to the 
investigation made by the International Consortium of Investigative 
Journalists, the Deutsche Bank flagged this transaction as suspicious.  

The investigation revealed the aforementioned facts in September 2020. 
Soon after the Scottish entity has changed its name to SL024852 LP. The 
business owner, due to the law concerning Limited Partnership, is not 
obliged to reveal information on himself  

The interesting fact is that this Scottish entity presumably was established 
by using ComForm company which was in turn established by a Latvian 
citizen, Kirils Pestuns, as well as James Dickins and Daniel O’Donoghue. This 
company is allegedly involved in creating the global network of companies 
suspected of facilitating money laundering, according to Risk Screen.   

https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2020/index/nzl
https://www.icij.org/investigations/fincen-files/unchecked-by-global-banks-dirty-cash-destroys-dreams-and-lives/
https://www.intellinews.com/dirty-money-investigation-reviews-identified-payments-worth-1-4bn-linked-to-turkmenistan-192400/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/old-school-friends-in-cash-laundering-web-sdbw8mmz3
https://www.riskscreen.com/kyc360/news/old-school-friends-in-cash-laundering-web/
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Timur Kulibayev’s profitable business project 
 
According to the article dated December 3, 2020, issued in Financial Times, 
Timur Kulibayev who is a son-in-law of the former Kazakhstan president 
Nursultan Nazarbayev, allegedly shell out millions of dollars from central 
Asia’s pipeline project for which he was responsible. This project was 
intended to accelerate the economic cooperation between Kazakhstan and 
China and was funded by the Chinese state loans. 

Timur Kulibayev is one of the wealthiest persons in Kazakhstan and one of 
the most powerful officials in his country. He has many businesses including 
the most profitable industries such as mining, banking, real estate, and oil & 
gas. Related to Russian giant Gazprom, Kulibayev is considered a billionaire 
who was enriched due to his close connections with the government and 
due to many public contracts his companies executed for the state. 
Additionally, he oversaw many state business projects through his wealth 
fund. 

In the case described by the Financial Times, several staff and consultants 
related to Kulibayev designed for his kind of a scheme which helped this 
individual to transfer at least tens of millions of dollars from the Chinese 
loans to the accounts of his companies. The investigation proves Kulibayev’s 
connections with a Russian businessman, such as Alexander Karmanov and 
Arkadij Rotenberg, a US sanctioned entrepreneur who personally was a 
former sparring partner of Vladimir Putin. Lawyers of Timur Kulibayev have 
denied all the allegations.  

The interesting story is that some insights into this investigation were taken 
from an unnamed whistle-blower, as well as from Aisultan Nazarbayev, who 
was a member of the family of the former Kazakhstani president. Aisultan 
Nazarbayev has revealed corruption and charged his relatives with many 
financial crimes in his homeland on his official Facebook. He had asylum in 
the UK stating that his family is going to kill him. On August 15, 2020, he was 
found dead in Green Park in London. He was a drug addict and the autopsy 
revealed that the cause of death was cocaine toxicity.  

https://www.ft.com/content/80f25f82-5f21-4a56-b2bb-7a48e61dd9c6
https://kk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A2%D0%B8%D0%BC%D1%83%D1%80_%D0%90%D1%81%D2%9B%D0%B0%D1%80%D2%B1%D0%BB%D1%8B_%D2%9A%D2%B1%D0%BB%D1%8B%D0%B1%D0%B0%D0%B5%D0%B2
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arkadij_Rotenberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aisultan_Nazarbayev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aisultan_Nazarbayev
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Azad Rahimov and human trafficking  
 
In 2020 Azad Rahimov, the Minister of Youth and Sports of Azerbaijan was 
considered as one of the richest businessmen in Azerbaijan and one of the 
most influential politicians in the country. No one expected that this figure 
was standing behind the human-trafficking scandal which broke in 2010 
and was examined by OSCE and the International Labour Organization. 
No one discovered then his connection to the offshore company which was 
responsible for breaking human rights on a large scale. 
 
According to the investigation led by the Organized Crime and Corruption 
Reporting Project, which issued an article on April 2020, the minister’s wife 
was an ultimate beneficial owner of the SerbAz company. This entity, in 
2006-2009 displaced around 700 temporary Balkan workers to Azerbaijan 
to build highly representative governmental buildings, such as Buta Palace 
and Baku Expo Center. Some of the constructions were directly financed by 
the Ministry led by Azad Rahimov and all the money went through SerbAz 
company. The contracted workers, however, were treated in a way of 
modern slavery, as their passports were confiscated and their wages 
withheld. Some of them were beaten and at least two employees died. They 
had to work 12 hours per day, and no sufficient quantities of food were 
provided. Saving on employee expenses was going to make the Rahimov 
family's fortune even richer than from "regular" abuses such as granting 
public contracts to the companies of family members. For many years, even 
after international investigations led by OSCE and the International Labour 
Organization, no one founded evidence on Rahimov’s connections with all 
procedure. This might be because Rahimov, as some leaks from the U.S 
embassy indicated, was very close to the presidential family.  
 
In 2020 the truth has been revealed. It has been also identified that SerbAz 
company headed unofficial by the minister’s wife, Zulfiya Rahimova, 
received 66 million dollars from the ministry of Azad Rahimov from 2007 to 
2010. Some additional allegations against the ministry were presented, such 
as fraud of governmental money purposed for the construction of the 
state’s buildings, using political connections to let family members won 
public contracts, and others. 
 
Currently, Azad Rahimov is still one of the richest businessmen in 
Azerbaijan. Even though he is no longer a manager of Italdesign company, 
a large holding consist of major Azerbaijani entities from different 
industries, as he officially could not be due to his political post, his family has 
shares in this corporation providing regular profits to the family.  
  

https://www.osce.org/secretariat/116246
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/news/WCMS_142247/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.occrp.org/en/slaves-to-progress/the-minister
https://www.occrp.org/en/slaves-to-progress/the-minister
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07BAKU119_a.html
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07BAKU119_a.html
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The largest bribery seizure in the Ukrainian history 
 
For a long time, Ukraine has been widely regarded as a state where 
corruption is a big and unresolved problem. It seems that this lies deep in a 
society, which has been influenced by a difficult and multifaceted history of 
the country. Society’s views on corruption are seen in a very interesting 
survey made by the Ilko Kucheriv Foundation for Democratic Initiatives. 
Almost 42% of respondents described corruption as “a shameful 
phenomenon that has no objective grounds”, however, around 36% of 
respondents stated that corruption “Is a component of social traditions”. 
This shows why corruption is a real danger, it makes a person insensitive to 
the problem for a longer period.  
 
In June 2020, however, the Ukrainian’s National Anti-Corruption Bureau had 
the largest bribery seizure in the history of Ukraine. Officials from the 
bureau seized 5 million dollars in cash in the case linked to Burisma 
Holdings, a gas company in which Hunter Biden, the son of the current U.S. 
president was formerly the board member. As Ukrainian investigators 
admitted, the case revealed no connection with Joe Biden’s son. 
 
The detectives from the Anti-Corruption Bureau, as well as officials from the 
Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor`s Office, were tempted to receive 
the bribery for terminating the case linked to the former Ukrainian Minister 
of Ecology related with the Yanukovych’s government, Mykola Zlochevsky, 
who was a Burisma’s founder. During the investigation which started in 
2016, it has been revealed that Burisma Holdings and its subsidiaries were 
allegedly responsible for tax evasion of around 70 million USD. Also, 
according to the investigation, some holding’s money was previously used 
to eliminate some of the criminal charges by the bribery, as Mykola 
Zlochevsky is out of the country, probably in Monaco, and wishes to return.  
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corruption_in_Ukraine
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ukraine-corruption-probe-idUSKBN23K0KI
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-13/ukraine-official-says-bribe-was-offered-to-close-zlochevsky-case-kbdqr8f3
https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/12535-ukraine-s-anti-graft-officers-offered-record-6m-bribe-to-drop-case
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Ukrainian fraud of 5.5 billion dollars 
 
PrivatBank in Ukraine was the largest commercial bank in Ukraine. Its 
position should be evidenced by the fact that PrivatBank had the largest 
network of ATMs and payment terminals, as well as provided services to over 
50% of the state’s citizens. The bank, however, was considered by the state 
as insolvent and therefore was nationalized in 2016, after 24 years of 
commercial activity.  
 
The bank belonged to two Ukrainian oligarchs, Ihor Kolomoyskyi and 
Gennady Boholubov. Ihor Kolomoyskyi was recognized as one of the most 
influential Ukrainians, who stood behind the election success of Volodymyr 
Zelensky in 2019, as he owns 70% of shares in media company whose TV 
channel 1+1 popularized "Servant of the People", the comedy in which 
Volodymyr Zelensky played the role of the Ukrainian president.  
 
In 2019 it has been reported that the FBI started to investigate Ihor 
Kolomoyski over alleged financial crimes including money laundering. It has 
been revealed that Ihor Kolomoyski allegedly took a loan of 5.5 billion dollars 
from his then-bank Privatbank. The loss was accounted for 40% of all private 
deposits in Ukraine. The money was transferred offshore, mainly to 
companies located in Cyprus. 
 
In 2020 some FBI agents made a ride on U.S. located property that belonged 
to Optima Management Group which in turn has ties to the Ukrainian 
oligarch, Kolomoyski. U.S. government officials also were looking for a fraud 
involvement of Gennady Boholubov, the second former owner of a 
PrivatBank.  
 
In March 2021, the U.S. government sanctioned Ihor Kolomoyski and his 
family "due to a significant involvement in corruption", as Kolomoyski, 
besides his alleged money-laundering activities, was also charged with 
corruption and bribery while he held public posts in Ukraine. However, in his 
country, he still feels safe. In 2019 Ukrainian courts favored Ihor Kolomoyskyi 
in several cases against the Ukrainian state which were related to 
irregularities of nationalization of the bank. The case is not resolved yet, 
however, there are direct lobbying activities of Kolomoyskyi who want to 
retake the control of the Privatbank. 
  

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/PrywatBank
https://www.thedailybeast.com/billionaire-ukrainian-oligarch-ihor-kolomoisky-under-investigation-by-fbi
https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/oligarchs-weaponized-cyprus-eranch-of-ukraines-largest-bank-to-send-5-billion-abroad
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fbi-irs-raid-optima-management-group-ukrainian-ihor-kolomoisky/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/05/world/europe/ukraine-sanctions-oligarch-kolomoisky.html
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%B9%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D0%86%D0%B3%D0%BE%D1%80_%D0%92%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%96%D0%B9%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87
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Troika laundromat 
 
In March 2019, the Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting Project 
along with the Lithuanian news portal 15min.lt described a huge money-
laundering scandal, the so-called Troika Laundromat. This is the name of the 
financial network consist of dozens of companies linked to Russian officials 
and oligarchs, which acted between 2006-2013. According to the 
investigation, the Russian private bank, Troika Dialog, along with the 
Lithuanian small Ūkio Bankas, helped to launder around 7.9 billion EUR 
through more than 70 offshore entities. This helped Russian politicians and 
business elites to evade taxes, fraud money, and take money out from their 
country in order to buy prestigious residences and other exclusive goods.  
 
According to the investigation, most of the fraudulent transactions which 
were intended to mix “dirty” money with these with legitimate origin were 
transferred by Lithuania’s Ukio Bank. Offshore companies which had their 
accounts at Ukio Banks generated invoices for selling physical goods, 
however, it was discovered that these goods were artificial. Despite this fact, 
the money was transferred from one account to another, and then through 
European banks to shell companies involved in such a procedure. 
 
Although Troika Laundromat which seems to be one of the top-ranked 
money-laundering scandals in CIS countries was revealed in 2019, in 2020 
several additional attempts were made in order to catch people allegedly 
involved in this financial crime. The German police have discovered that a 
57-year old businessman from Brandenburg was involved in Troika 
laundromat and in August 2020 they ride his home and premises which 
belonged to his entity. According to the prosecutor, his activity consisted of 
taking money from criminal activities abroad and injecting it into Germany’s 
economy, concealing its origin. According to the statement, transfers were 
made through bank accounts of the company on behalf of individuals from 
Russia. This businessman was accused on launder 8.2 million dollars, while 
it has been calculated by the Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting 
Project that around one billion dollars were laundered in Germany. 
 
According to the revelations of several investigations, in Russia there were 
several “laundromats” which helped to launder money belonging to the 
criminal group, politicians, and notable businessman. As belsat.eu portal 
stated, every year an amount similar to the Russia’s GDP is illegally 
transferred to offshore accounts worldwide. The amount is around 
1.500.000.000.000 dollars. 
  

https://www.occrp.org/en/troikalaundromat/
https://www.15min.lt/projektas/troika-laundromat
https://www.riskscreen.com/kyc360/news/german-police-launch-raids-in-troika-laundromat-money-laundering-probe/
https://belsat.eu/en/news/24-02-2021-what-do-putin-s-friends-and-colombian-mafia-have-in-common-eng-explainer/
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Summary 
 
As specialists in the field of business risk and security, we can assure you 
that the cases described in this report are the very tip of the iceberg of the 
problem of money embezzlement. The media usually reports cases that 
took place in the largest corporations and banks, however, the problem of 
financial crimes affects international, as well as medium and the smallest 
domestic companies. Wherever they find opportunity, financial criminals 
will seize the occasion to enrich themselves at the expense of others, no 
matter where. They can do this by moving corporate money out, avoiding 
taxes, promising great returns on investment, and trying to defraud an 
unwitting person or institution in various ways. 
 
Without a doubt, financial crime is a growing problem. Despite rising 
awareness of how do money criminals operate we still have to learn to 
anticipate their activities. Although governments are trying to conduct an 
effective fight against financial crime which results, among others, in 
updated legislation, we spotted an increasing ingenuity of people who want 
to commit this type of crime and to hide it. Therefore, the need for providing 
the best business practices including due diligence, KYC, and AML 
screenings, along with sophisticated ways to carry them out, will grow every 
year, just as the problem of financial crime grows. 
 
Also, it is very important to provide effective internal regulations within the 
corporate structure or regularly ask external consultants to help decide on 
the business partnership with a third party. This will allow stopping the 
company before entering the suspicious relation and will let to avoid later 
consequences. At NaviRisk we know that prevention is always better than 
cure, and the risk assessment always leads to the company’s benefits. Of 
course, risk cannot be eliminated, but it can be managed. 
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All photos used as background screens were provided thanks to the Creative Commons Licenses. 
Please note that all photos were changed with a purpose to suit them to the report’s design. The 
originals, as well as the nicknames of the authors, are listed below: 

• Centrala Banku Polskiej Spółdzielczości S.A. w Warszawie, author: Janste88 

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_Polskiej_Sp%C3%B3%C5%82dzielczo%C5%9Bci#/media/Pl
ik:Bank_Polskiej_Sp%C3%B3%C5%82dzielczo%C5%9Bci_S.A..jpg   

• Holy Cross Bridge Warsaw at night, author: Monk 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Holy_Cross_Bridge_Warsaw_at_night
.jpg  

• Warsaw Spire 2019, author: Adrian Grycuk 

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BB:Warsaw_Spire_2019.jpg  

• ABLV building, author: Olgerts V 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ABLV_building_(1).jpg  

• Saules akmens 2012, author: Edgars2007 

https://lv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Att%C4%93ls:Saules_akmens_2012.jpg 

• SEB Bank (Copenhagen), author: Ramblersen 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SEB_Bank_(Copenhagen).jpg 

• Danhostel Copenhagen City, author: Elisfkc 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Danhostel_Copenhagen_City.jpg 

• Bishkek, author: Almutamid 

https://es.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Bishkek.jpg 

• Neutrality-Road-Ashgabat-2015, author: Uspn 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neutrality-Road-Ashgabat-2015.JPG 

• Astana, capital of Kazakhstan 05, author: Ninaras 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Astana,_capital_of_Kazakhstan_05.jpg 

• Skyscraper, Baku, author: MB-one 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Skyscraper,_Baku_(P1090233).jpg 

• Dniepr river in Kyiv, author: Dmitry A. Mottl 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dniepr_river_in_Kyiv.jpg  

• 46-101-1483 Lviv Opera SAM 7712 Panorama, author: Haidamac 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:46-101-1483_Lviv_Opera_SAM_7712_Panorama.jpg 

• Moscow, Evolution Tower at night, author: Andrey Filippov 安德烈 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Moscow,_Evolution_Tower_at_night_(31510422217).j
pg  
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